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Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 1 
Select precise vocabulary to improve verbal and written communication. 
Avoid repetitive prepositions and redundant adverbs.  

 
 Wrong “Be careful what you wish for, cuz you just might get it!” 
 Right  “Be careful what you wish, because you just might get it!” 

 
 Wrong When you order the concert tickets, remember to add in the    

  processing fee. 
 Right  When you order the concert tickets, remember to add the    

  processing fee. 
 
 Wrong Juan parked the car in between the mall and the bowling alley. 
 Right  Juan parked the car between the mall and the bowling alley. 

 
 Wrong In between classes, Jana visited her counselor. 
 Right  Between classes, Jana visited her counselor. 

 
 Wrong “The staid historical and the radical new blended in together in   

  the colorful city.” 
 Right  “The staid historical and the radical new blended together in    

  the colorful city.” 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 2 
 Incorrect “These memorable moments are few and far in between.” 
 Correct “These memorable moments are few and far between.”  

 
• Incorrect The book fell off of the cafeteria table during the tornado drill. 
 Correct The book fell off the cafeteria table during the tornado drill. 

 
 Incorrect  Maria’s house is off of Lincoln Street. 
 Correct Maria’s house is off Lincoln Street. 

 
 Incorrect Renae requested time off from work to attend a concert. 
 Correct Renae requested time off work to attend a concert.  

 
 Incorrect The young boy trailed his burly father as he went off to work    

  in the coal mines. 
 Correct The young boy trailed his burly father as he went to work in    

  the coal mines. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 3 
 

 Wrong Local officials add up the damage from the violent wind storms. 
 Right  Local officials add the damage from the violent wind storms. 
 
• Wrong Jason sets out on an adventure despite his lack of hiking and    

  mountain climbing experiences. 
• Right  Jason attempts an adventure despite his lack of hiking and    

  mountain climbing experiences.  
 

• Wrong “Catch up with me later!” my sister hollered. 
• Right  “Catch me later!” my sister hollered. 

 
• Wrong  Sean and Juan face off against a pair of demon brothers in the   

  doubles tennis match. 
• Right  Sean and Juan face a pair of demon brothers in the doubles    

  tennis match. 
 

• Wrong Charlie Spartan signed up for the contest and won an iPod. 
• Right  Charlie Spartan signed for the contest and won an iPod. 

 
Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 4 

Incorrect Ping, an orphaned Chinese slave, hides out in the mountains struggling for survival. 
Correct Ping, an orphaned Chinese slave, hides in the mountains struggling for survival. 

 
Incorrect The technician repeated, “Click on the red arrow,” while we were learning the new 

database features. 
Correct The technician repeated, “Click the red arrow,” while we were learning the new 

database features. 
 

Incorrect This story chronicles the experiences of a young boy, as he is raised up in part of 
a science experiment. 

Correct This story chronicles the experiences of a young boy, as he is raised in part of a 
science experiment. 

 
Incorrect During group session, one member of the club will share out a field trip suggestion. 
Correct During group session, one member of the club will share a field trip suggestion. 

 
Incorrect It’s time to sign up your team for the fantasy football league. 
Correct It’s time to sign your team for the fantasy football league. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 5 
Wrong Since Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat to a white man, she impacted 

American history. 
Right  Since Rosa Parks refused to give her seat to a white man, she impacted  

American history. 
  
Wrong Start the academic year off by making a commitment to your health and wellness. 
Right  Start the academic year by making a commitment to your health and wellness.   
 
Wrong Continuing on from the argument, both Michael and Kayla face their classmates 

with their harsh actions. 
Right Continuing from the argument, both Michael and Kayla face their classmates with 

their harsh actions. 
 
Wrong Lacy is forced to pass the note on to someone to avoid detection by the teacher. 
Right  Lacy is forced to pass the note to someone to avoid detection by the teacher. 
 
Wrong While their village is attacked, Naruto and Sakura are out on a mission to find the 

magical key and rescue the victims. 
Right While their village is attacked, Naruto and Sakura are on a mission to find the 

magical key and rescue the victims. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 6 
Incorrect The character George recounts the story of William "Blockade Billy" Blakely, who 

was called in to fill a spot for the New Jersey  Titans. 
Correct The character George recounts the story of William “Blockade Billy” Blakely, who 

was called to fill a spot for the New Jersey Titans. 
 
Incorrect  Diesel used his charms and brute strength to track down a rumored    
  shipment of priceless artifacts that arrived in Boston's North Shore. 
Correct Diesel used his charms and brute strength to track a rumored     
  shipment of priceless artifacts that arrived in Boston’s North Shore. 
 
Incorrect Where do I know that actor from? 
Correct Where do I know that actor? 
 
Incorrect A database software company hired out its contracting due to the decline in 

federal funding.  
Correct A database software company hired its contracting due to the decline  in federal 

funding. 
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Incorrect Due to iTunes music downloads, the CD sales revenue declined down from $943  
  million in 2000 to $427.9 million in 2010 in America. 
Correct Due to iTunes music downloads, the CD sales revenue declined from $943 million in 

2000 to $427.9 million in 2010 in America. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 7 
Select precise vocabulary to improve verbal and written communication. 
Avoid repetitive prepositions and redundant adverbs.  
 

AILMENT The cook served up the tasty BBQ before the football game. 
CURE  The cook served the tasty BBQ before the football game. 

 
AILMENT Are Olypmic gold medals made out of solid gold metal? 
CURE  Are Olympic gold medals made of solid gold metal?  

 
AILMENT The math tutor patiently assisted the student add up the numbers. 
CURE  The math tutor patiently assisted the student add the numbers. 

 
AILMENT Adding in the dimensions of the closet almost doubled the square footage of the 

bedroom carpet. 
CURE Adding the dimensions of the closet almost doubled the square footage of the 

bedroom carpet. 
 

AILMENT Subtract out the insurance expense, and the vehicle payment is reasonable. 
CURE  Subtract the insurance expense, and the vehicle payment is reasonable. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 8 
AILMENT Looking out over the Flint Hills, the pastel rainbow enhanced the rolling hills. 
CURE  Looking over the Flint Hills, the pastel rainbow enhanced the rolling hills. 

 
AILMENT Calculators cancel out the need for long division. 
CURE  Calculators cancel the need for long division. 

 
AILMENT   “That’s hard to say no to!” 
CURE  “It is hard to say no to that idea!” 

 
AILMENT The captain divided up the players for the drill. 
CURE  The captain divided the players for the drill. 

 
AILMENT Groups were made up of students with different learning styles. 
CURE  Groups were made of students with different learning styles. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success!  Week 9 
Select precise vocabulary to improve verbal and written communication. 
Avoid repetitive prepositions and redundant adverbs.   Avoid ending questions and 
sentences in prepositions. 
 

• Wrong Where did you pass out this information at? 
 Right  Where did you pass this information? 

 
 Wrong Your change back from $5 is $3.25.  Thanks! 
 Right  Your change from $5 is $3.25.  Thanks! 

 
 Wrong Your score on yesterday’s quiz was eight out of ten points. 
 Right  Your score on yesterday’s quiz was eight of ten points.  

 
 Incorrect Dave tees off on Sunday hoping to win the city golf tournament. 
 Correct Dave tees off Sunday hoping to win the city golf tournament. 

 
 Incorrect He made the trek to the strait then stared out at the sea. 
 Correct He made the trek to the strait then stared at the sea. 

 
Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 10 

Some preposition/usage reminders including subject and nominative case may improve your 
language skills.  Pronouns used as subjects or following linking verbs include:  I, he, she, we, 
they, who. Pronouns used as objects following action verbs or prepositions include:  me, him, her, 
us, them, whom, and the pronouns ending in -self or -selves. 
 
  Wrong  Please contact Clint or I about the homework assignment. 
  Right  Please contact Clint or me about the homework assignment. 
 
  Wrong  Give Juan and I the camera to film the concert. 
  Right   Give Juan and me the camera to film the concert. 

 
 Wrong  Her and her family spent Sunday at the Kansas City Zoo. 
  Right   She and her family spent Sunday at the Kansas City Zoo. 

 
  Wrong  My friends and me saw the movie last weekend. 
  Right  My friends and I saw the movie last weekend. 

 
  Wrong  Send Juan or I the package with the posters and tickets.  
  Right  Send Juan or me the package with the posters and tickets. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 11 
Some preposition/usage reminders including subject and nominative case may improve your 
language skills.  Pronouns used as subjects or following linking verbs include:  I, he, she, we, 
they, who. Pronouns used as objects following action verbs or prepositions include:  me, him, her, 
us, them, whom, and the pronouns ending in -self or -selves. 

 
  Wrong  Him and me watched the football game Saturday. 
  Right  He and I watched the football game Saturday. 

 
  Wrong  Me and her created colorful costumes for the play. 
  Right  She and I created colorful costumes for the play. 

 
  Wrong  Her and her family attended Art in the Park and devoured the delicious,  

   spicy tacos.  
  Right  She and her family attended Art in the Park and devoured the delicious,  

   spicy tacos. 
 

  Wrong  Jake gave Juanita and I a gift at the awards banquet. 
  Right  Jake gave Juanita and me a gift at the awards banquet. 

 
  Wrong  Avery easily won the race between her and I. 
  Right  Avery easily won the race between her and me. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 12 
 
 Wrong Her and her husband watched the acrobats in amazement. 
 Right She and her husband watched the acrobats in amazement. 
 
 Wrong Us seniors won the pep assembly cheering competition again. 
 Right We seniors won the pep assembly cheering competition again. 
 
 Wrong Since the crowd was cheering loudly, the coach and us entered the field with 

excitement. 
 Right Since the crowd was cheering loudly, the coach and we entered the field with 

excitement. 
 
 Wrong My cousin and me are going to see the new Harry Potter movie. 
 Right My cousin and I are going to see the new Harry Potter movie. 
 
 Wrong The marching band dedicated a song to the graduates and I. 
 Right The marching band dedicated a song to the graduates and me. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 13 
Some preposition/usage reminders including subject and nominative case may improve your 
language skills.  Pronouns used as subjects or following linking verbs include:  I, he, she, we, 
they, who.  Pronouns used as objects following action verbs or prepositions include:  me, him, 
her, us, them, whom, and the pronouns ending in -self or -selves. 
 
Incorrect   Them iPods are on sale next week. 
Correct   Those iPods are on sale next week. 
 
Incorrect  The last time her and her sisters traveled to Lawrence the road was under 

construction. 
Correct  The last time she and her sisters traveled to Lawrence the road was under 

construction. 
 
Incorrect  Of all the jeans on sale at the store, the ones on display are the most 

expensive. 
Correct : Of all the jeans on sale at the store, those on display are the most 

expensive. 
 
Incorrect  Him and his friends created a book trailer for the class project. 
Correct  He and his friends created a book trailer for the class project. 
 
Incorrect  My grandpa…he finally purchased a cell phone. 
Correct  My grandpa finally purchased a cell phone.  
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 14 
 
Incorrect  Julia, Juan, Sean, and Nathan they all competed in last week’s debate 

tournament. 
Correct  Julia, Juan, Sean, and Nathan all competed in last week’s debate 

tournament. 
 
Incorrect  Starting for the Spartans is number 5, Charlie Dunkit, he’s known for his 

accurate three point shot. 
Correct  Starting for the Spartans is number 5, Charlie Dunkit, who is known for his 

accurate three point shot. 
 
Incorrect   Comedian Ryan Redkin he was in town for a Granada Theatre fundraiser. 
Correct   Comedian Ryan Redkin was in town for a Granada Theatre fundraiser. 
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Incorrect  Between us juniors, the class president has improved the prom fundraising 
promotion.  

Correct  Among us juniors, the class president has improved the prom fundraising 
promotion. 

 
Incorrect   Between you and I, the weather was too cold for the hunting expedition.  
Correct   Between you and me, the weather was too cold for the hunting expedition. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 15 
Some preposition/usage reminders including subject and nominative case may improve your 
language skills.   Pronouns used as subjects or following linking verbs include:  I, he, she, we, 
they, who.  Pronouns used as objects following action verbs or prepositions include:  me, him, 
her, us, them, whom, and the pronouns ending in -self or -selves. 
 
Incorrect  The foul sent Cody Brown to the free throw line, he’s shooting to break 

the tie game. 
Correct  The foul sent Cody Brown to the free throw line who is shooting to break 

the tie game. 
 
Incorrect   The dancers, they performed at the tournament last weekend.  
Correct   The dancers performed at the tournament last weekend. 
 
Incorrect  Jenni, she legally downloaded the free ebook from the Kansas Library 

Card. 
Correct   Jenni legally downloaded the free ebook from the Kansas Library Card. 
 
Incorrect   Among the two singers, Audrey can reach a higher note. 
Correct   Between the two singers, Audrey can reach a higher note. 
 
Incorrect   Me and my friend went bowling last night. 
Correct   My friend and I went bowling last night 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 16 
 

Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 

Bring refers to movement toward the speaker. (bring, brought, have brought) 
Take refers to movement from the speaker. (take, took, have taken) 
Learn means “to gain knowledge or skill.” (learn, learned, have learned) 
Teach means “to help someone learn.”  (teach, taught, have taught) 
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Which Word? Danielle learned/taught her sister how to French-braid her hair. 
Correct  Danielle taught her sister how to French-braid her hair. 
 
Which Word? Yesterday the class taught/learned how to use the Excel spreadsheet 

software. 
Correct  Yesterday the class learned how to use the Excel spreadsheet software. 
 
Which word?   The waiter brought/took us menus and glasses of water. 
Correct  The waiter brought us menus and glasses of water. 
 
Which word? The student teacher tried to learn/teach me the algebraic formula. 
Correct  The student teacher tried to teach me the algebraic formula. 
 
Which word? When you go to the gym, bring/take your tennis shoes. 
Correct  When you go to the gym, take your tennis shoes. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 17 
 

Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 

Let means to allow or to permit. (let, let, have let) 
Leave means to go away. (leave, left, have left) 

 
Which Word? Please leave/let me help you carry the laptops. 
Correct  Please let me help you carry the laptops. 
 
Which Word? Will the guards leave/let you backstage after the concert? 
Correct  Will the guards let you backstage after the concert? 
 
Which Word? Who leaves/lets the house without locking the door? 
Correct  Who leaves the house without locking the door? 
 
Which Word? Juanita and Maria are leaving/letting their hair grow longer. 
Correct  Juanita and Maria are letting their hair grow longer. 
 
Which Word My parents are leaving/letting my brother prepare dinner tonight. 
Correct  My parents are letting my brother prepare dinner tonight. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 18 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 Lie means to rest in a flat position or to be in a certain place 
   lie, lying, lay, have lain 
 Lay means to place or to put and is typically followed by a noun (or a direct object) 
   lay, laying, laid, have laid 
 
Which Word? Several obstacles lay/laid in the path of the athlete’s success. 
Correct   Several obstacles lay in the path of the athlete’s success. 
 
Which Word? My books have lain/laid on the desk for a week. 
Correct   My books have lain on the desk for a week.  
 
Which Word? At last our missing pet was found laying/lying asleep in the sun. 
Correct   At last our missing pet was found lying asleep in the sun. 
 
Which Word? The baby lays/lies safely constrained in the car seat napping. 
Correct  The baby lies safely constrained in the car seat napping. 
 
Which Word? Unfortunately, the country’s unemployment rate lies/lays at an ultimate 

high. 
Correct  Unfortunately, country’s unemployment rate lies at an ultimate high. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 19 
 

Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 
 Rise means “to go upward” and is followed by a noun called a direct object 
   rise, rising, rose, have risen 

Raise means “to lift” or “to make or force something go up” and is not followed by a  
   noun or direct object. 
   raise, raising, raised, have raised 
 
Which Word? The shy student contemplated raising/rising her hand. 
Correct  The shy student contemplated raising her hand. 
 
Which Word? The unemployment figures have raised/risen this decade. 
Correct  The unemployment figures have risen this decade. 
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Which Word? Eventually the curtain rose/raised, and the show began. 
Correct  Eventually the curtain rose, and the show began. 
 
Which Word? Long before the sun had raised/risen, our group convened. 
Correct  Long before the sun had risen, our group convened. 
 
Which Word? Juan encountered applause, when he raised/rose the question concerning the 

dance. 
Correct Juan encountered applause, when he raised the question concerning the 

dance. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 20 
 

Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 
 Sit means to take or occupy a seat or to rest 
 Sit, sitting, sat, have sat 
 Set means to place or to put and is followed by a noun or direct object. 
 Set, setting, set, have set 
 
Which Word? Maria SIT/SET down her book implying she completed the reading. 
Correct   Maria SET down her book implying she completed the reading. 
 
Which Word? Our class SET/SAT on the slope watching the smoke rise from the burning 

fields. 
Correct   Our class SAT on the slope watching the smoke rise from the burning fields. 
 
Which Word? Dane contemplated SITTING/SETTING  through the entire movie due to 

its droll humor. 
Correct   Dane contemplated SITTING through the entire movie due to    
   its droll humor. 
 
Which Word? Dad SET/SAT the infant in the car seat for ultimate safety. 
Correct   Dad SET the infant in the car seat for ultimate safety. 
 
Which Word? Juan SITTING/SETTING the table denotes lunch will be    
   served soon. 
Correct   Juan SETTING the table denotes lunch will be served soon. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 21 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage. 
 PAST means previous, history, ancient or beyond something 

PASS - PASSED means surpass, exceed, leave behind or voted, accepted, agreed, 
approved 

 
Which Word? Just PASSED/PAST the library stands a distinct monument. 
Correct   Just PAST the library stands a distinct monument. 
 
Which Word? Haven’t we PASSED/PAST the university student union? 
Correct   Haven’t we PASSED the university student union? 
 
Which Word? Juan was thrilled he PASSED/PAST the exam at 95 percent. 
Correct   Juan was thrilled he PASSED the exam at 95 percent. 
 
Which Word? Walking my dog PAST/PASSED the zoo caused a detour in my path. 
Correct   Walking my dog PAST the zoo caused a detour in my path. 
 
Which Word? “Leave your behind in the PASSED/PAST!” 
Correct   “Leave your behind in the PAST!” 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 22 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  These are some 
examples improving correct verb usage.  Adjectives modify nouns and enhance description.  A 
noun is a person, place, thing, or idea. 

LOSE , LOSING, LOST, HAVE LOST – Have something taken away, mislay 
something, fail to win, experience a reduction 
LOOSE - ADJECTIVE – Not firmly attached or fixed in place,  allowed to move 
freely without restraint 

  CHOOSE, CHOOSING, CHOSE, HAVE CHOSEN – To decide or select 
  CHOICE – NOUN – a selection, option, or preference 
 
Which Word? Martin Luther King CHOOSE/CHOSE to write The Strength to Love. 
Correct   Martin Luther King CHOSE to write The Strength to Love. 
 
Which Word? The wet field caused David to LOSE/LOOSE his footing.  
Correct   The wet field caused David to LOSE his footing. 
 
Which Word? Juanita’s LOSE/LOOSE shoelace implied she dressed quickly. 
Correct   Juanita’s LOOSE shoelace implied she dressed quickly. 
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Which Word? Dane’s CHOICE/CHOOSE to study improved the accuracy of his 
trigonometry assignment. 

Correct   Dane’s CHOICE to study improved the accuracy of his     
   trigonometry assignment.  
 
Which Word? The LOSE/LOOSE bolt slipped to the garage floor with distinct clamor. 
Correct   The LOOSE bolt slipped to the garage floor with distinct clamor. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 23 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  Adjectives modify 
nouns and enhance description.  A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea.  Adverbs enhance 
meaning and modify an adjective or another adverb. 
 

CONTINUAL - recurring frequently, happening regularly, almost without interruption, 
recurrent 
CONTINUOUS – continuing without changing, stopping, or interruption, having no gaps or 
breaks  

 HEALTHY – in good physical or mental condition, fit, strong, or possessing health 
 HEALTHFUL  – causing or improving health, beneficial to physical or mental condition  
 
Which Word? There was a CONTINUAL/CONTINUOUS dripping of water from the 

broken faucet that periodically kept me awake last night. 
Correct  There was a CONTINUAL dripping of water from the broken faucet that 

periodically kept me awake last night. 
 
Which Word? Sunlight shines on Emporia on a CONTINUAL/CONTINUOUS basis. 
Correct   Sunlight shines on Emporia on a CONTINUAL basis. 
 
Which Word? I hope you heart pumps in a CONTINUAL/CONTINUOUS pattern. 
Correct   I hope you heart pumps in a CONTINUOUS pattern. 
 
Which Word? The nurse attributes HEALTHY/HEALTHFUL foods for building strong  
   bodies. 
Correct   The nurse attributes HEALTHFUL foods for building strong bodies. 
 
Which Word? Juan is HEALTHY/HEALTHFUL due to his dedication to adequate nutrition 

and routine exercise. 
Correct  Juan is HEALTHY due to his dedication to adequate nutrition and routine 

exercise. 
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Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 24 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  Adjectives modify 
nouns and enhance description.  A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea.  Adverbs enhance 
meaning and modify an adjective or another adverb.  Incorporate precise rather than general 
terminology. 

GOOD - a high quality or standard, skilled, virtuous (an adjective that follows a linking 
verb and describes a noun) 
WELL – something is satisfactory or performed in an efficient or desirable way, 
expertly, or properly completed (an adverb that follows an action verb and describes an 
adjective or another adverb) 

 
Which Word? Grandpa delighted the children very GOOD/WELL with his intriguing 

folktales. 
Correct   Grandpa delighted the children very WELL with his intriguing folktales. 
 
Which Word? The colorful kite flew GOOD/WELL in the breeze. 
Correct   The colorful kite flew WELL in the breeze. 
 
Which Word? Jerry provided some GOOD/WELL advice about my computer. 
Correct   Jerry provided some GOOD advice about my computer. 
 
Which Word ? Grant is doing GOOD/WELL and recovering from the skiing accident. 
Correct   Grant is doing WELL and recovering from the skiing accident. 
 
Which Word? As you GOOD/WELL know, my parents will not tolerate any laziness. 
Correct   As you WELL know, my parents will not tolerate any laziness. 
   

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 25 
CITE - to quote or mention something or somebody as source 
SIGHT – perception using the visual sense 
SITE – a place of significant event or a location, or an online webpage 

 
Which Word ? Last summer my family viewed a wonderful CITE/ SIGHT/ SITE, the 

Seattle Space Needle. 
Correct   Last summer my family viewed a wonderful SITE, the Seattle Space Needle. 
 
Which Word ? The law CITES/ SIGHTS/ SITES, the license must be renewed within 

thirty days. 
Correct   The law CITES the license must be renewed within thirty days. 
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Which Word? According to the teacher, the writer must CITE/ SIGHT/ SITE the source 
of the statistic. 

Correct   According to the teacher, the writer must CITE the source of the statistic. 
 
Which Word?   Due to a change in my CITE/ SIGHT/ SITE, the optometrist changed my 

prescription. 
Correct   Due to a change in my SIGHT, the optometrist changed my prescription. 
 
Which Word? Our class project is to create a web CITE/ SIGHT/ SITE including the 

research, images, charts, and sources. 
Correct  Our class project is to create a web SITE including the research, images, 

charts, and sources. 
 

Spartan Survival Skills for Success! Week 26 
Verbs provide action, have a tense, and are required in a complete sentence.  Adjectives modify 
nouns and enhance description.  A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea.  Adverbs enhance 
meaning and modify an adjective or another adverb.  Incorporate precise rather than general 
terminology. 
 
 RIGHT – accurate, proper, factual 
 RITE – ceremony, system procedures, custom 
  WRIGHT – proper noun, a person’s name 
 WRITE – to compose, express something in words 
 
Which Word? During the confirmation RIGHT/ RITE/ WRIGHT/ WRITE the minister 

provided blessings and words of wisdom. 
Correct  During the confirmation RITE the minister provided blessings and words of 

wisdom. 
 
Which Word? The student’s reluctance to RIGHT/ RITE/ WRIGHT/ WRITE the 

hypothesis resulted in a grade deduction. 
Correct  The student’s reluctance to WRITE the hypothesis resulted in a grade 

deduction. 
 
Which Word? After several attempts, the RIGHT/ RITE/ WRIGHT/ WRITE Brothers 

precisely flew in a powered aircraft. 
Correct  After several attempts, the WRIGHT Brothers precisely flew in a powered 

aircraft. 
 
Which Word? Juan exclaimed, “I know the RIGHT/ RITE/ WRIGHT/ WRITE answer!” 
Correct   Juan exclaimed, “I know the RIGHT answer!” 


